
CONFIGSECTIONS RE WRITE ANIME

Rewrite is a television anime series based on the visual novel of the same name. The series' first season had 13
episodes, and premiered on July 2, , airing.

Kotarou later takes Akane back to the orphanage and then reports back to Esaka, leaving out that he
encountered the Key. Kotori returns, telling the girl to go away, and takes Kotarou back to the others. Kotaoru
uses his Rewrite ability to give him enough strength to save the kids before returning to his home base. Like
Sizuru, Lucia is a member of Guardian and has the ability to produces poisonous miasma and pus as a result of
an experiment by Guardian, which she takes medication for to suppress. Luis stays behind to give Kotarou and
the kids a chance to escape, but Luis is soon engulfed in the flames. For a chance of pace, Kotarou takes
Kagari out into the city and the two dance together on the top of a building. Romeo's scenarios are very
logical, and Key can do moe as a focus, so there was nothing that was "scary". Auction website on September
3, and sold for 1,, yen after starting the auction at 1 yen. An image song album titled Pureness Rhapsody ,
sung by Saya Shinomiya and Risa Asaki, the voice actresses who voiced Chihaya and Lucia respectively, was
released on December 29, at Comiket  The next day, the girl with the red ribbons shows up during school, but
only Kotarou can see her. Guardian discovers that Kotori has been seen in the forest lately, but when Sizuru
attempts to leave to help Kotori and Kotarou, Lucia offers to go instead. The rankings were at No. Kotarou
becomes disillusioned with Guardian's tactics and returns to Kazamatsuri where he meets Kagari again. This
repeats several times until Kotarou is allowed to sit near Kagari who continues to pour over the grid, which
Kotarou now realizes is a dense mass of information on a theory of life. Rewrite enables him to permanently
restructure and modify any part of his body, including his blood, so as to increase his physical skills. Also in
the club is Chihaya Ohtori, a girl who recently transferred into Kotarou's class. Kagari's research is a record of
every path humanity could potentially take, and she has been searching for a way for life to survive. Kotorou
and Kotori find them and take them back to the secret base where Kotori heals Lucia with Kagari's help.
Kotarou and the others are summoned back to Kazamatsuri along with a gigantic tree. The next day at school,
Chihaya and Lucia get in a fight over Chihaya criticizing Lucia for being too much of a clean freak. The next
day, Kotarou cannot get in touch with any of the girls. Kotarou takes the girls to the Moon where he finally
reunites with Kagari as the two embrace and share a kiss. Shortly thereafter, odd things begin happening
around Kotarou such as glass that mysteriously shatters. However, Akane is skeptical about his paranormal
experiences, but if Kotarou is able to prove that paranormal phenomena exist, she agrees to his request to
touch her breasts. Kotarou finds Akane's name tag and tries to search for her. Jasmine reveals the truth behind
Gaia and Guardian to the entire world, which helps humanity recover in the aftermath. Kotori uses her parents,
who had died in a car crash and who she remade as familiars, to distract Midou and allow everyone to escape
into the forest. Kotarou's aging is also slowed as a consequence. Kotarou tells the girls to leave, and after they
are gone, the girl with the red ribbons appears and kills the creature.


